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Literate Programming
JMP 14 Scripting Guide provides details for taking
advantage of the powerful JMP Scripting Language
(JSL). Learn how to write and debug scripts,
manipulate data tables, construct display boxes,
create JMP applications, and more.
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Fitting Models to Biological Data Using
Linear and Nonlinear Regression
JMP 14 Quality and Process Methods describes tools
for evaluating and improving processes. The book
begins by discussing creating control charts, which let
you visualize process measurements over time,
quantify common cause variation, and identify special
cause variation. Details about estimating your process
capability based on measurement systems analysis
studies are included. Lastly, the book discusses
Pareto plots and cause-and-effect diagrams to identify
root causes of variability.

Web Security Testing Cookbook
Jump into JMP Scripting, by Wendy Murphrey and
Rosemary Lucas, contains the essentials for getting
started with the JMP Scripting Language (JSL). The
first part of the book explains JSL topics in an easy-tounderstand style based on the authors' extensive
experience. Each topic includes step-by-step
instructions and plenty of code examples. The second
part of the book is a rich source of example scripts
showing you how to perform specific tasks in JSL.
Using a unique question-and-answer format, each
example answers a question with a script sample. In
addition, many examples include a discussion section
that explains functions in detail or provides additional
references. Taken together, these two parts give you
all the tools you need to explore the JMP Scripting
Language and create and use JMP scripts with
confidence!
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Jump into JMP Scripting, Second Edition
For decades researchers and programmers have used
SAS to analyze, summarize, and report clinical trial
data. Now Chris Holland and Jack Shostak have
updated their popular Implementing CDISC Using SAS,
the first comprehensive book on applying clinical
research data and metadata to the Clinical Data
Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) standards.
Implementing CDISC Using SAS: An End-to-End Guide,
Revised Second Edition, is an all-inclusive guide on
how to implement and analyze the Study Data
Tabulation Model (SDTM) and the Analysis Data Model
(ADaM) data and prepare clinical trial data for
regulatory submission. Updated to reflect the 2017
FDA mandate for adherence to CDISC standards, this
new edition covers creating and using metadata,
developing conversion specifications, implementing
and validating SDTM and ADaM data, determining
solutions for legacy data conversions, and preparing
data for regulatory submission. The book covers
products such as Base SAS, SAS Clinical Data
Integration, and the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit, as
well as JMP Clinical. Topics included in this edition
include an implementation of the Define-XML 2.0
standard, new SDTM domains, validation with
Pinnacle 21 software, event narratives in JMP Clinical,
STDM and ADAM metadata spreadsheets, and of
course new versions of SAS and JMP software. The
second edition was revised to add the latest C-Codes
from the most recent release as well as update the
make_define macro that accompanies this book in
order to add the capability to handle C-Codes. The
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metadata spreadsheets were updated accordingly.
Any manager or user of clinical trial data in this day
and age is likely to benefit from knowing how to
either put data into a CDISC standard or analyzing
and finding data once it is in a CDISC format. If you
are one such person--a data manager, clinical and/or
statistical programmer, biostatistician, or even a
clinician--then this book is for you.

Game Hacking
You don’t need to be a wizard to transform a game
you like into a game you love. Imagine if you could
give your favorite PC game a more informative headsup display or instantly collect all that loot from your
latest epic battle. Bring your knowledge of Windowsbased development and memory management, and
Game Hacking will teach you what you need to
become a true game hacker. Learn the basics, like
reverse engineering, assembly code analysis,
programmatic memory manipulation, and code
injection, and hone your new skills with hands-on
example code and practice binaries. Level up as you
learn how to: *Scan and modify memory with Cheat
Engine *Explore program structure and execution flow
with OllyDbg *Log processes and pinpoint useful data
files with Process Monitor *Manipulate control flow
through NOPing, hooking, and more *Locate and
dissect common game memory structures You’ll even
discover the secrets behind common game bots,
including: *Extrasensory perception hacks, such as
wallhacks and heads-up displays *Responsive hacks,
such as autohealers and combo bots *Bots with
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artificial intelligence, such as cave walkers and
automatic looters Game hacking might seem like
black magic, but it doesn’t have to be. Once you
understand how bots are made, you’ll be better
positioned to defend against them in your own
games. Journey through the inner workings of PC
games with Game Hacking, and leave with a deeper
understanding of both game design and computer
security.

Teaching Statistics
"The IDA Pro Book" provides a comprehensive, topdown overview of IDA Pro and its use for reverse
engineering software. This edition has been updated
to cover the new features and cross-platform
interface of IDA Pro 6.0.

JMP 14 Design of Experiments Guide
Penetration testers simulate cyber attacks to find
security weaknesses in networks, operating systems,
and applications. Information security experts
worldwide use penetration techniques to evaluate
enterprise defenses. In Penetration Testing, security
expert, researcher, and trainer Georgia Weidman
introduces you to the core skills and techniques that
every pentester needs. Using a virtual machine–based
lab that includes Kali Linux and vulnerable operating
systems, you’ll run through a series of practical
lessons with tools like Wireshark, Nmap, and Burp
Suite. As you follow along with the labs and launch
attacks, you’ll experience the key stages of an actual
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assessment—including information gathering, finding
exploitable vulnerabilities, gaining access to systems,
post exploitation, and more. Learn how to: * Crack
passwords and wireless network keys with bruteforcing and wordlists * Test web applications for
vulnerabilities * Use the Metasploit Framework to
launch exploits and write your own Metasploit
modules * Automate social-engineering attacks *
Bypass antivirus software * Turn access to one
machine into total control of the enterprise in the post
exploitation phase You’ll even explore writing your
own exploits. Then it’s on to mobile
hacking—Weidman’s particular area of research—with
her tool, the Smartphone Pentest Framework. With its
collection of hands-on lessons that cover key tools
and strategies, Penetration Testing is the introduction
that every aspiring hacker needs.

Penetration Testing
Most biologists use nonlinear regression more than
any other statistical technique, but there are very few
places to learn about curve-fitting. This book, by the
author of the very successful Intuitive Biostatistics,
addresses this relatively focused need of an
extraordinarily broad range of scientists.

The Car Hacker's Handbook
The JMP 9 Scripting Guide provides extensive
instructions for using the powerful JMP scripting
language (JSL). This book contains tutorials,
examples, a description of the language elements and
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programming basics plus details about how to
manipulate data tables, platforms, displays, threedimensional graphs and matrices using the scripting
language, and how to use scripting tools for
production environments. This book also includes a
JSL syntax reference. SAS Products and Releases: JMP
software: 8.0.2, 8.0.1, 8.0, 7.01, 7.0.2, 7.0, 6.01,
6.0.3, 6.0.2, 6.0, 5.1, 5.01, 5.0, 4.05, 4.04, 4.0, 3.26,
3.22, 3.2, 2.05 Operating Systems: All

Preparing Data for Analysis with JMP
The JMP 10 Scripting Guide provides extensive
instructions for using the powerful JMP Scripting
Language (JSL). This book begins with an introduction
to JSL terminology, examples of how to write your
own scripts, and details on script development tools
such as the debugger and editor. A description of the
language elements follows along with examples of
writing JSL scripts to manipulate data tables,
platforms, display objects, three-dimensional graphs,
and matrices. Learn how to integrate JMP with SAS, R,
and Microsoft Excel. Design applications in a drag-anddrop interface called Application Builder, and create
add-ins to extend JMP functionality with Add-In
Builder. Other topics include examples of scripts for
common tasks and a syntax reference, which defines
the functions, operators, and messages used in JSL.
This title is also available online.

JMP Connections
Discovering JMP 14 provides a basic introduction to
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using JMP. For new users of JMP, this is a great place
to start. The book also includes details about
importing your data into JMP, analyzing the data, and
sharing the results.

JMP 9 Scripting Guide
The JMP 8 User Guide provides complete
documentation for all JMP menus. This book includes
instructions for performing common tasks such as
manipulating files, entering and managing data,
transforming data table columns, outputting graphical
reports, saving as scripts, personalizing the JMP
interface and graphical displays, integrating with SAS,
and more. This book also includes a formula functions
reference.

Practical Malware Analysis
This book provides hands-on tutorials with just the
right amount of conceptual and motivational material
to illustrate how to use the intuitive interface for data
analysis in JMP. Each chapter features conceptspecific tutorials, examples, brief reviews of concepts,
step-by-step illustrations, and exercises. Updated for
JMP 13, JMP Start Statistics, Sixth Edition includes
many new features, including: The redesigned
Formula Editor. New and improved ways to create
formulas in JMP directly from the data table or dialogs.
Interface updates, including improved menu layout.
Updates and enhancements in many analysis
platforms. New ways to get data into JMP and to save
and share JMP results. Many new features that make it
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easier to use JMP.

JMP 13 SCRIPTING GD
JMP 13 Scripting Guide provides details for taking
advantage of the powerful JMP Scripting Language
(JSL). Learn how to write and debug scripts,
manipulate data tables, construct display boxes,
create JMP applications, and more.

Metasploit
"Practical Data Analysis with JMP" uses the powerful
interactive and visual approach of JMP to introduce
readers to the logic and methods of statistical
thinking and data analysis. The book can stand on its
own or be used to supplement a standard introductionto-statistics textbook.

Regression Using JMP
Learn the essentials of the JMP Scripting Language
with this beginner’s guide. Written in an easy-tounderstand style based on the authors’ extensive
experience, Jump into JMP Scripting, Second Edition
teaches beginner scripters how to take advantage of
the robust JMP Scripting Language (JSL) using step-bystep instructions and real-world situations. The
authors demonstrate how JSL offers the freedom to
create scripts from the very simple and specific to the
most generic and complex. With a new chapter on JSL
language foundations, the first half of the book
explains the fundamentals of JSL and walks you
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through creating your first scripts, such as opening a
data table, adding columns, or selecting rows. A new
chapter on the Dashboard and Application Builders
provides helpful tips on creating custom dashboards
and learning how to build applications. Also new to
this edition, a chapter on advanced topics introduces
more helpful tools and concepts in JSL. After learning
the basics, you are ready to tackle specific tasks
using JSL. The second half of the book provides more
than 50 examples using a unique question-andanswer format. This book is part of the SAS Press
program.

Gray Hat Python
Filled with examples, this volume introduces readers
to the basics of regression analysis using JMP
software. Instructional text explains how to perform
regression analyses using a wide variety of models
including linear and nonlinear models. Customary Fit
Y by X and Fit Model platforms, as well as the new
features and capabilities of JMP Version 5, are
included.

Discovering JMP 13
SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) is a
data management and analysis software that allows
users to generate solid, decision-making results by
performing statistical analysis This book provides just
the information needed: installing the software,
entering data, setting up calculations, and analyzing
data Covers computing cross tabulation, frequencies,
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descriptive ratios, means, bivariate and partial
correlations, linear regression, and much more
Explains how to output information into striking charts
and graphs For ambitious users, also covers how to
program SPSS to take their statistical analysis to the
next level

Jmp 11 Scripting Guide, Second Edition
The JMP 10 Scripting Guide provides extensive
instructions for using the powerful JMP Scripting
Language (JSL). This book begins with an introduction
to JSL terminology, examples of how to write your
own scripts, and details on script development tools
such as the debugger and editor. A description of the
language elements follows along with examples of
writing JSL scripts to manipulate data tables,
platforms, display objects, three-dimensional graphs,
and matrices. Learn how to integrate JMP with SAS, R,
and Microsoft Excel. Design applications in a drag-anddrop interface called Application Builder, and create
add-ins to extend JMP functionality with Add-In
Builder. Other topics include examples of scripts for
common tasks and a syntax reference, which defines
the functions, operators, and messages used in JSL.
This title is also available online.

JMP Start Statistics
Grasp the essentials of JMP to generate rapid results.
JMP Essentials: An Illustrated Guide for New Users,
Third Edition, is designed for new or novice JMP users
who need to generate meaningful analysis quickly.
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The book focuses on the most commonly used
platforms and typical workflow of the user, from data
importing, exploring, and visualizing to modeling and
sharing results with others. Throughout the book, the
authors emphasize results over theory, providing just
the essential steps with corresponding screenshots. In
most cases, each section completes a JMP task, which
maximizes the book’s utility as a reference. This
edition has new instructions and screenshots
reflecting the features added to the latest release of
JMP software, including updated sections on JMP
Dashboard Builder, Query Builder, the Fit Model
platform, JMP Public and JMP Live, and a more detailed
look at the JMP website. Each chapter contains a
family of features that are carefully crafted to first
introduce you to basic features and then move on to
more advanced topics. JMP Essentials: An Illustrated
Guide for New Users, Third Edition, is the quickest and
most accessible reference book available.

JSL Companion
Access and clean up data easily using JMP®! Data
acquisition and preparation commonly consume
approximately 75% of the effort and time of total data
analysis. JMP provides many visual, intuitive, and
even innovative data-preparation capabilities that
enable you to make the most of your organization's
data. Preparing Data for Analysis with JMP® is
organized within a framework of statistical
investigations and model-building and illustrates the
new data-handling features in JMP, such as the Query
Builder. Useful to students and programmers with
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little or no JMP experience, or those looking to learn
the new data-management features and techniques,
it uses a practical approach to getting started with
plenty of examples. Using step-by-step
demonstrations and screenshots, this book walks you
through the most commonly used data-management
techniques that also include lots of tips on how to
avoid common problems. With this book, you will
learn how to: Manage database operations using the
JMP Query Builder Get data into JMP from other
formats, such as Excel, csv, SAS, HTML, JSON, and the
web Identify and avoid problems with the help of
JMP’s visual and automated data-exploration tools
Consolidate data from multiple sources with Query
Builder for tables Deal with common issues and
repairs that include the following tasks: reshaping
tables (stack/unstack) managing missing data with
techniques such as imputation and Principal
Components Analysis cleaning and correcting dirty
data computing new variables transforming variables
for modelling reconciling time and date Subset and
filter your data Save data tables for exchange with
other platforms

Implementing CDISC Using SAS
JSL Companion
The official guide by the SAS Global Certification
Program, SAS Certified Professional Prep Guide:
Advanced Programming Using SAS 9.4 prepares you
to take the new SAS 9.4 Advanced Programming
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Performance-Based Exam. New in this edition is a
workbook whose sample scenarios require you to
write code to solve problems and answer questions.
Answers to the chapter quizzes and solutions to the
sample scenarios in the workbook are included. You
will also find links to exam objectives, practice exams,
and other resources such as the Base SAS Glossary
and a list of practice data sets. Major topics include
SQL processing, SAS macro language processing, and
advanced SAS programming techniques. All exam
topics are covered in the following chapters: SQL
Processing with SAS PROC SQL Fundamentals
Creating and Managing Tables Joining Tables Using
PROC SQL Joining Tables Using Set Operators Using
Subqueries Advanced SQL Techniques SAS Macro
Language Processing Creating and Using Macro
Variables Storing and Processing Text Working with
Macro Programs Advanced Macro Techniques
Advanced SAS Programming Techniques Defining and
Processing Arrays Processing Data Using Hash Objects
Using SAS Utility Procedures Using Advanced
Functions Practice Programming Scenarios
(Workbook)

JMP 14 Scripting Guide
The JMP 14 JSL Syntax Reference focuses on functions
and their arguments, and messages that you send to
objects and display boxes. Notes and examples are
included.

JMP 10 Scripting Guide
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The JMP 14 Design of Experiments Guide covers
classic DOE designs (for example, full factorial,
response surface, and mixture designs). Read about
more flexible custom designs, which you generate to
fit your particular experimental situation. And
discover JMP’s definitive screening designs, an
efficient way to identify important factor interactions
using fewer runs than required by traditional designs.
The book also provides guidance on determining an
appropriate sample size for your study.

JMP 14 Scripting Guide
Introduces tools and techniques for analyzing and
debugging malicious software, discussing how to set
up a safe virtual environment, overcome malware
tricks, and use five of the most popular packers.

The IDA Pro Book, 2nd Edition
Introduces Linux concepts to programmers who are
familiar with other operating systems such as
Windows XP Provides comprehensive coverage of the
Pentium assembly language

Practical Data Analysis with JMP
Modern cars are more computerized than ever.
Infotainment and navigation systems, Wi-Fi,
automatic software updates, and other innovations
aim to make driving more convenient. But vehicle
technologies haven’t kept pace with today’s more
hostile security environment, leaving millions
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vulnerable to attack. The Car Hacker’s Handbook will
give you a deeper understanding of the computer
systems and embedded software in modern vehicles.
It begins by examining vulnerabilities and providing
detailed explanations of communications over the
CAN bus and between devices and systems. Then,
once you have an understanding of a vehicle’s
communication network, you’ll learn how to intercept
data and perform specific hacks to track vehicles,
unlock doors, glitch engines, flood communication,
and more. With a focus on low-cost, open source
hacking tools such as Metasploit, Wireshark, Kayak,
can-utils, and ChipWhisperer, The Car Hacker’s
Handbook will show you how to: –Build an accurate
threat model for your vehicle –Reverse engineer the
CAN bus to fake engine signals –Exploit vulnerabilities
in diagnostic and data-logging systems –Hack the ECU
and other firmware and embedded systems –Feed
exploits through infotainment and vehicle-to-vehicle
communication systems –Override factory settings
with performance-tuning techniques –Build physical
and virtual test benches to try out exploits safely If
you’re curious about automotive security and have
the urge to hack a two-ton computer, make The Car
Hacker’s Handbook your first stop.

Guide to Assembly Language
Programming in Linux
Confidently navigate your JMP Scripting Language
journey with this example-driven guide! With more
than 200 example scripts and applications, JSL
Companion: Applications of the JMP Scripting
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Language, Second Edition provides scripters with a
resource that takes them beyond the basics of the
JMP Scripting Language (JSL) and serves as a
companion to writing applications. Avid JSL scripters
Theresa L. Utlaut, Georgia Z. Morgan, and Kevin C.
Anderson have tapped their expertise to write a taskoriented approach that allows readers to learn
scripting by immersion. This edition builds on the
earlier edition with substantial new content for
scripting enhanced JMP features, such as Graph
Builder, new query methods, and enriched display box
functionality. A new chapter is dedicated to creating
applications with the Add-In Builder and Application
Builder. The “Know Your Tools” topic has been
expanded, including a section on how to use the JMP
Debugger. The book begins with an introduction that
is intended for the JSL novice and quickly moves into
the building blocks of JSL, which include input and
output, working with data tables, script-writing
essentials, and JMP data structures. The next chapters
provide the foundation for building an application and
focus on creating reports, communicating with users,
customizing displays, and writing flexible scripts. The
final chapters include building and deploying
applications and helpful tips on planning scripts,
debugging, and improving performance.

JMP Essentials
Achieve best-in-class metrics and get more from your
data with JMP JMP Connections is the small- and
medium-sized business owner's guide to exceeding
customer expectations by getting more out of your
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data using JMP. Uniquely bifunctional, this book is
divided into two parts: the first half of the book shows
you what JMP can do for you. You'll discover how to
wring every last drop of insight out of your data, and
let JMP parse reams of raw numbers into actionable
insight that leads to better strategic decisions. You'll
also discover why it works so well; clear explanations
break down the Connectivity platform and metrics in
business terms to demystify data analysis and JMP
while giving you a macro view of the benefits that
come from optimal implementation. The second half
of the book is for your technical team, demonstrating
how to implement specific solutions relating to data
set development and data virtualization. In the end,
your organization reduces Full Time Equivalents while
increasing productivity and competitiveness. JMP is a
powerful tool for business, but many organizations
aren't even scratching the surface of what their data
can do for them. This book provides the information
and technical guidance your business needs to
achieve more. Learn what a JMP Connectivity Platform
can do for your business Understand Metrics-onDemand, Real-Time Metrics, and their implementation
Delve into technical implementation with information
on configuration and management, version control,
data visualization, and more Make better business
decisions by getting more and better information from
your data Business leadership relies on good
information to make good business decisions—but
what if you could increase the quality of the
information you receive, while getting more of what
you want to know and less of what you don't need to
know? How would that affect strategy, operations,
customer experience, and other critical areas? JMP
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can help with that, and JMP Connections provides real,
actionable guidance on getting more out of JMP.

Jump Into JMP Scripting
Learn the essentials of the JMP Scripting Language
with this beginner’s guide. Written in an easy-tounderstand style based on the authors’ extensive
experience, Jump into JMP Scripting, Second Edition
teaches beginner scripters how to take advantage of
the robust JMP Scripting Language (JSL) using step-bystep instructions and real-world situations. The
authors demonstrate how JSL offers the freedom to
create scripts from the very simple and specific to the
most generic and complex. With a new chapter on JSL
language foundations, the first half of the book
explains the fundamentals of JSL and walks you
through creating your first scripts, such as opening a
data table, adding columns, or selecting rows. A new
chapter on the Dashboard and Application Builders
provides helpful tips on creating custom dashboards
and learning how to build applications. Also new to
this edition, a chapter on advanced topics introduces
more helpful tools and concepts in JSL. After learning
the basics, you are ready to tackle specific tasks
using JSL. The second half of the book provides more
than 50 examples using a unique question-andanswer format. This book is part of the SAS Press
program.

SPSS For Dummies
Literate programming is a programming methodology
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that combines a programming language with a
documentation language, making programs more
easily maintained than programs written only in a
high-level language. A literate programmer is an
essayist who writes programs for humans to
understand. When programs are written in the
recommended style they can be transformed into
documents by a document compiler and into efficient
code by an algebraic compiler. This anthology of
essays includes Knuth's early papers on related topics
such as structured programming as well as the
Computer Journal article that launched literate
programming. Many examples are given, including
excerpts from the programs for TeX and METAFONT.
The final essay is an example of CWEB, a system for
literate programming in C and related languages.
Index included.

JMP 8 User Guide
Offering developers an inexpensive way to include
testing as part of the development cycle, this
cookbook features scores of recipes for testing Web
applications, from relatively simple solutions to
complex ones that combine several solutions.

JMP 14 Quality and Process Methods
Confidently navigate your JMP Scripting Language
journey with this example-driven guide! With more
than 200 example scripts and applications, JSL
Companion: Applications of the JMP Scripting
Language, Second Edition provides scripters with a
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resource that takes them beyond the basics of the
JMP Scripting Language (JSL) and serves as a
companion to writing applications. Avid JSL scripters
Theresa L. Utlaut, Georgia Z. Morgan, and Kevin C.
Anderson have tapped their expertise to write a taskoriented approach that allows readers to learn
scripting by immersion. This edition builds on the
earlier edition with substantial new content for
scripting enhanced JMP features, such as Graph
Builder, new query methods, and enriched display box
functionality. A new chapter is dedicated to creating
applications with the Add-In Builder and Application
Builder. The “Know Your Tools” topic has been
expanded, including a section on how to use the JMP
Debugger. The book begins with an introduction that
is intended for the JSL novice and quickly moves into
the building blocks of JSL, which include input and
output, working with data tables, script-writing
essentials, and JMP data structures. The next chapters
provide the foundation for building an application and
focus on creating reports, communicating with users,
customizing displays, and writing flexible scripts. The
final chapters include building and deploying
applications and helpful tips on planning scripts,
debugging, and improving performance.

The Elements of Computing Systems
This title gives students an integrated and rigorous
picture of applied computer science, as it comes to
play in the construction of a simple yet powerful
computer system.
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Jump into JMP Scripting, Second Edition
JMP 14 Scripting Guide provides details for taking
advantage of the powerful JMP Scripting Language
(JSL). Learn how to write and debug scripts,
manipulate data tables, construct display boxes,
create JMP applications, and more.

SAS Certified Professional Prep Guide
Scripting Guide provides details for taking advantage
of the powerful JMP Scripting Language (JSL). Learn
how to write and debug scripts, manipulate data
tables, construct display boxes, create JMP
applications, and more.

JMP 14 JSL Syntax Reference
"The Metasploit Framework makes discovering,
exploiting, and sharing vulnerabilities quick and
relatively painless. But while Metasploit is used by
security professionals everywhere, documentation is
lacking and the tool can be hard to grasp for first-time
users. Metasploit: A Penetration Tester's Guide fills
this gap by teaching you how to harness the
Framework, use its many features, and interact with
the vibrant community of Metasploit contributors. The
authors begin by building a foundation for penetration
testing and establishing a fundamental methodology.
From there, they explain the Framework's
conventions, interfaces, and module system, as they
show you how to assess networks with Metasploit by
launching simulated attacks. Having mastered the
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essentials, you'll move on to advanced penetration
testing techniques, including network reconnaissance
and enumeration, client-side attacks, devastating
wireless attacks, and targeted social engineering
attacks. Metasploit: A Penetration Tester's Guide
willteach you how to: Find and exploit unmaintained,
misconfigured, and unpatched systems Perform
reconnaissance and find valuable information about
your target Bypass anti-virus technologies and
circumvent security controls Integrate Nmap,
NeXpose, and Nessus with Metasploit to automate
discovery Use the Meterpreter shell to launch further
attacks from inside the network Harness standalone
Metasploit utilities, third-party tools, and plug-ins
Learn how to write your own Meterpreter post
exploitation modules and scripts You'll even touch on
exploit discovery for zero-day research, write a fuzzer,
port existing exploits into the Framework, and learn
how to cover your tracks. Whether your goal is to
make your own networks more secure or to put
someone else's to the test, Metasploit: A Penetration
Tester's Guide will take you there and beyond"--

JMP 10 Scripting Guide
Python is fast becoming the programming language of
choice for hackers, reverse engineers, and software
testers because it's easy to write quickly, and it has
the low-level support and libraries that make hackers
happy. But until now, there has been no real manual
on how to use Python for a variety of hacking tasks.
You had to dig through forum posts and man pages,
endlessly tweaking your own code to get everything
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working. Not anymore. Gray Hat Python explains the
concepts behind hacking tools and techniques like
debuggers, trojans, fuzzers, and emulators. But
author Justin Seitz goes beyond theory, showing you
how to harness existing Python-based security
tools—and how to build your own when the pre-built
ones won't cut it. You'll learn how to: –Automate
tedious reversing and security tasks –Design and
program your own debugger –Learn how to fuzz
Windows drivers and create powerful fuzzers from
scratch –Have fun with code and library injection, soft
and hard hooking techniques, and other software
trickery –Sniff secure traffic out of an encrypted web
browser session –Use PyDBG, Immunity Debugger,
Sulley, IDAPython, PyEMU, and more The world's best
hackers are using Python to do their handiwork.
Shouldn't you?

Discovering JMP 14
Students in the sciences, economics, psychology,
social sciences, and medicine take introductory
statistics. Statistics is increasingly offered at the high
school level as well. However, statistics can be
notoriously difficult to teach as it is seen by many
students as difficult and boring, if not irrelevant to
their subject of choice. To help dispel these
misconceptions, Gelman and Nolan have put together
this fascinating and thought-provoking book. Based
on years of teaching experience the book provides a
wealth of demonstrations, examples and projects that
involve active student participation. Part I of the book
presents a large selection of activities for introductory
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statistics courses and combines chapters such as,
'First week of class', with exercises to break the ice
and get students talking; then 'Descriptive statistics' ,
collecting and displaying data; then follows the
traditional topics - linear regression, data collection,
probability and inference. Part II gives tips on what
does and what doesn't work in class: how to set up
effective demonstrations and examples, how to
encourage students to participate in class and work
effectively in group projects. A sample course plan is
provided. Part III presents material for more advanced
courses on topics such as decision theory, Bayesian
statistics and sampling.
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